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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a new structure of a rotary lobe pump cavity with gradually varied gap to mit-
igate the magnitude and fluctuation of the radial exciting force on the rotor. The geometry of the
rotary lobe pump cavity is specially designed, so that the gap between the rotor and cavity is grad-
ually changed during the rotors’ engaging. The flow in this geometry is numerically studied, and its
effect on the pressure pulsation and radial exciting force is analysed, based on the dynamic mesh
and local mesh reconstruction. Also, the mechanism of the mitigation of radial exciting force is
briefly discussed. The value of the gap is an addition of gradually varied gap r (0∼ rmax) and the
base gap (original constant gap: 0.2mm). As for the results, it is found that as the varied gap rmax
value increases, the intensity of the reverse rotating vortex at theoutlet decreases, and the secondary
flow pulsation of the outlet section is effectively weakened. When rmax = 0.1mm, the radial exciting
force in the y-direction on the rotor is reduced by 12% comparing with the equal gap, and the radial
exciting force pulsation coefficient is 0.31. Meanwhile, the radial exciting force in the x-direction is
reduced by 19%accordingly. The gradually varied gap cavity can effectively reduce the peak value of
the pressure pulsation at outlet, weakening the influence of the rapid change of the outlet pressure
on the radial exciting force. It is found that an optimal rmax of 0.1∼ 0.15mm has a remarkable effect
on the mitigation of pressure pulsation and radial exciting force.
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1. Introduction

Rotary lobe pump is a positive displacement pump, one of
rotary volumetric pumps, widely used in chemical, food,
and pharmaceutical industries (Dickenson, 1995). The
rotary lobe pump takes the advantage of its simplicity of
high flow rate, components and low maintenance costs,
etc. In the working process of the rotary lobe pump, the
volume of the suction and drainage cavity will change
periodically with the rotation of the transmission shaft.
The operatingmechanism of the rotary lobe pump deter-
mines that it generates flow and pressure pulsation in
the operation. As the fluid pressure at the pump outlet
fluctuates, the radial exciting force also shows a periodic
change, exerting an alternating load on the drive shaft. As
a result, the service lifespan of the drive shaft is reduced,
so that all components of the entire system will cause
serious damage. Therefore, how to reduce the flow fluc-
tuation and pressure pulsation at outlet of the rotary lobe
pump, so as to improve the stability of the whole system,
becomes an important issue.

From the perspective of fluid mechanics, identifying
the elaborate internal flow characteristics and visualizing
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flow state are prerequisite for evaluating the perfor-
mance of the pump comprehensively. However, as we
have known that the rotary lobe pump is a kind of positive
displacement pump, conveying fluid using the principle
of rotation. Since the cavity geometry where the fluid
occupies changes during the rotation, it is very hard to
comprehend the physical phenomenon appearing in such
complicated operating processes.

Recently, as the computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
technique develops, many researchers have introduced
the dynamic mesh to deal with the computational
domain changes, thus the numerical calculation of
the flow field inside the rotary lobe pumps was real-
ized (Mimmi & Pennacchi, 1999; Valdès, Barthod, &
Perron, 1999; Vogelsang, Verhülsdonk, Türk, & Hörnig,
1999). For reducing the flow rate fluctuation, Costopou-
los, Kanarachos, and Pantazis (1988) designed the spur
gear pumps with tooth profiles. With the required flow
rate function, an integral synthesis procedure was pre-
sented by Tong and Yang (2005). A dimensionless flow
rate expression called ‘specific flow rate’ is used in the
lobe pump.Wang, Jiang, and Cai (2015) proposed a novel
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circular arc claw rotor profile, the gas flow in the claw vac-
uum pump was simulated numerically and the pressure
distribution which is caused by claw rotors’ gas pressure
was calculated carefully. The flow of the involute leaf lobe
pump is a periodic parabolic function (Mimmi & Pen-
nacchi, 1994). Sun, Jia, Xing, and Peng (2018) analysed
the effect of reflux on the performance of the roots blow-
ers. They found that the result of CFD simulation is in
good agreement with that of the experiment. Peng, Gui,
and Fan (2018) calculated the flow of the complex oil
of a hypoid gear when it is splashed in the tank. They
found that the numerical method can accurately predict
the flow of the complex oil in the hypoid gearbox, at the
same time it can also provide a numerical method for
studying the oil flow and churning loss in the axle shell of
the real vehicle. Huang and Liu (2009) simulated the flow
in a roots blower with three lobes using the k–ε turbu-
lencemodel and comparedwith semi-empirical formulas
calculation results due to their uneven outlet flow. It was
claimed that during the meshing process of two rotors,
the amplitude of the periodical function varies due to
the contact point position change (Yang & Tong, 2002).
Ma, Luo, Zhang, Zhou, and Deng (2017) researched the
combined valves’ dynamic characteristics in reciprocat-
ing oil–gas multiphase pump by the CFD method with
the dynamic mesh. They found that the valve plates may
grab or rebound and then vibrate after reaching the ele-
vator limiter, and the lag angle of one cycle remains 3°
under different working conditions.

A new type of variable trochoid ratio rotor profile
was proposed by Hwang and Hsieh (2006), and the
method of achieving sealing performance and higher vol-
umetric efficiency was investigated. Hsieh and Hwang
(2015) further proposed a new curve of cavity. The curve
was formed around the long axis of ellipse roller arc
rolling endpoint using an elliptic roller track. Then the
rotary lobe pump based on the curve model was simu-
lated, and the results showed that the flow characteristics
were improved. Kang and Vu (2014) developed a new
kind of rotor profile that obviously improved the per-
formance of the pump. Their study evaluated the four
profiles’ performance by the volume calculation and the
flow field analysis with consideration of the number of
pump lobes. The results demonstrated that the shapes of
rotors affected the pump performance observably. Li, Jia,
Meng, Shen, and Sang (2013) numerically investigated
the internal flow field in a tow-vane involute rotary lobe
pump using the RNG k-ε turbulence model and dynamic
grids. The influence of the pressure angle on the tran-
sient characteristics of the flow field inside the rotary lobe
pump is analysed. Turbulence modeling’s influence on
the CFD prediction of local velocity fields of twin-screw
compressors was studied by Kethidi, Kovacevic, Stosic,

and Smith (2011). Arjeneh, Kovacevic, Rane, Manolis,
and Stosic (2015) surveyed the local pressure loss in
the suction chamber of the screw compressor and pre-
dicted the pressure loss in the CFD calculation using
the surveyed results. Kovacevic, Stosic, Mujic, and Smith
(2007) described the combination mechanism of CFD
and other design software in which interactive control
of the entire design process of screw compressor was
obtained through an integral management system, and
the describedmethods can be applied to all types of twin-
rotor rotary machines not only the compressor. Campo,
Castilla, Raush, Montero, and Codina (2012) proposed
a simplified two-dimensional numerical calculation to
study the cavitation effect in the external gear pump. The
above studies indicated that the flow features and the
flow-induced mechanical response were critical to the
flow conditions and the geometries. Alemi, Nourbakhsh,
Raisee, and Najafi (2015) used the k–ω turbulence model
to simulate the casings concentric at 180°, 270°, and 360°
from the tongue, showing that the lowest radial force
appears in the 270° concentric volute within the entire
flow rate range. Zhang, Ma, Hong, Yang, and Fang (2017)
numerically investigated the flow ripple characteristics in
the piston pump. At the same time, the pump flow con-
ditions were tested using a pump flow ripple test bed.
The results show that the simulation results are in good
agreement with the experimental.

In the present paper, a new type of pump cavity with
gradually varied gap is proposed. The gap between the
high-pressure cavity and the rotor is designed as a gradu-
ally varied gap, and the value of the gradient section and
the gap value satisfy a specific mathematical relationship.
This configuration is to improve the flow performance
andmitigate the influence of pressure fluctuation, hereby
reduce the radial exciting force on the rotor.

This paper has simulated the unsteady performance
in a three-cycloid rotary lobe pump based on the
dynamic mesh techniques in the commercial CFD soft-
ware ANSYS Fluent, especially focusing on the distribu-
tion of the radial exciting force in gradually varied and
equal gap of the pump cavity.

2. Rotor geometry mathematical model

2.1. Mathematical model and profile equation

The present paper introduces a pump rotor adopting a
combined profile of three-leaf inner cycloid and outer
cycloid. As shown in Figure 1, assume that the angle
between OOb1(Ob2) and the x-axis is θ (Figure 1(a)).
AB segment is outer cycloid (colored red), BC seg-
ment is inner cycloid (colored green), and these two
segments constitute 1/6 part (60°) of the rotor’s profile
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Figure 1. Rotor profile of rotary lobe pump. (a) Cycloid formation
principle. (b) Geometric relation of the conjugate rotor.

(Figure 1(b)). The equations of outer and inner cycloid
profile are expressed as

x = (2z + 1)Rm
2(z + 1)

cos θ + Rm

2(z + 1)
cos[(1 + 2z)θ]

y = (2z + 1)Rm
2(z + 1)

sin θ + Rm

2(z + 1)
sin[(1 + 2z)θ]

(1)

Definition: π /(2z) ≤ θ ≤ π /z.

x = (2z − 1)Rm
2(z + 1)

cos θ − Rm

2(z + 1)
cos[(1 − 2z)θ]

y = (2z − 1)Rm
2(z + 1)

sin θ − Rm

2(z + 1)
sin[(1 − 2z)θ]

(2)

Definition: 0≤ θ ≤ π /(2z). Here, Rm is the rotor tip
radius, Rn is the pitch radius, z is the number of rotors.

Figure 2 shows the structural design of the gradually
varied gap, and the high-pressure side of the pump cav-
ity is designed as a function of the gradually varied gap
(colored red) as the gradient segment (while the original
profile with constant gap is colored blue), and the values
of R1, R2 and R3 are set to increase the inner diameter
of the pump cavity linearly, and the opening angle of the
transition section is 60°, the equation is expressed as:

x = R · cos(30 + t · δ)

y = R · sin(30 + t · δ)
(3)

Figure 2. Structure design with the gradually varied gap.

where 0≤ δ ≤ π /3, R = Rm+ rmax·t, 0 ≤ t ≤ 1, Rm is
the rotor tip radius. r is the value of gradual change of the
pump cavity. In this paper, the values of rmax are 0, 0.05,
0.1, 0.15, 0.2 and 0.25mm, respectively, and the original
constant gap is 0.2mm. So the final gap is the sum of the
original constant gap and the varied r.

2.2. Rated parameters of themodel

In this paper, the influence of the radial gap on its per-
formance is studied, so the axial gap is ignored in the
calculation. Considering the symmetry of the three-leaf
rotary lobe pump, the radial cross-section flow in the
three-dimensional model is the same as that in the two-
dimensional. In order to speed up the convergence of
numerical simulation, the computational model of the
rotary lobe pump is simplified into a two-dimensional
planar model. The main structure and operating condi-
tion parameters of the pump are shown in Table 1.

3. Numerical calculationmethod

3.1. Meshing and dynamicmeshmodel

As shown in Figure 3, the whole grids area is divided
into inlet part, outlet part and rotor part. Because the
meshing gap between the rotors and the gap between
rotor and pump cavity are very small, all of the parts
adopt a quadrilateralmesh structure. Grid and time-step-
independent verification can be guaranteed, as shown in
Figure 4(a), the result error between 2.1×105 grid num-
ber mesh and 2.2×105 is less than 0.23%, meanwhile, the
error between 2.2×105 grid number mesh and 2.3×105
is less than 0.043%. But the error between 1.8×105 grid
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Table 1. Structure parameters and work condition of pump.

Blade
numbers

Tip radius
(Rm/mm)

Center distance
(L/mm)

Axial length of
rotor (l/mm)

Inlet and outlet
diameter (d/mm)

Rated speed
n/(r/min−1)

3 79.8 120 100 80 420

Figure 3. Mesh model of the pump.

numbermesh and 2.2×105 is more than 1.6%, so that the
grid-independent results adopted 2.2×105 cells.

The independent verification of time step was used
to compare the simulation results under different three
time steps. Figure 4(b) shows the calculated results of
the 2.2×105 grids with the different three time steps.
The error of the different three time steps was less than
0.15%, so the time step would be adopted is 1×10−5 s.
The negative volumewill occur and the simulation results
would go wrong when the time step was set bigger than
1×10−5 s. The two rotors are set as the moving bound-
ary, the two ends of the pump body are set as rigid bodies,
and themotionmode of the rotor is given by user-defined
functions.

In the ANSYS Fluent, the dynamicmeshmodel is used
to calculate the flow of basin shape change with time due
to the movement of the basin boundary. For the rotary
motion of the rotary lobe pump rotor, the calculation of
the next time step is determined by the calculation result
of the current time step. The deformation of the volume
grids of each time step is based on the new position of
the boundary condition. The dynamic mesh computing
model (FLUENT 15.0 Documentation 2013) is expressed
as

d
dt

∫
V

ρϕdV +
∫

∂V
ρϕ(u − us)dA

=
∫

∂V

∇ϕdA +

∫
V
SϕdV (4)

where theρ is the density of the fluid,u is the velocity vec-
tor of the fluid, us is the deformation velocity for dynamic
mesh, 
 is the diffusion coefficient, Sϕ is the flux source
term and ∂V is the boundary of the control volume.

The first term is the first-order backward difference
and the equation is expressed as

d
dt

∫
V

ρϕdV = (ρϕV)n+1 − (ρϕV)n

�t
(5)

where n and n+ 1 are the current and immediate time
steps, respectively, which are used to achieve the progress
of the time step.

The volume Vn+1 of the n+ 1 step is

Vn+1 = Vn + dV
dt

�t (6)

where the time step is determined by�t=CFL�x/λmax,
and CFL is the Courant number, �x represents the dis-
tance of the grids and λmaxis themaximum velocity scale.
So, the time step adopted is 1×10−5 s.

Figure 5 shows the mesh reconstruction of the
deformed region. Layer j is a grid layer adjacent to the
moving boundary. A new unit layer is determined by the
height h of the layer j or is formed bymerging layer jwith
the adjacent layer i. Assuming that the layer j is being
inflated, and the expansion height h allowed by FLUENT
would be:

hmin = (1 + αs)hideal (7)

where the cell layer j is the minimum cell height hmin,
hideal is the ideal cell height, αs is the layer split factor.
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Figure 4. Grid and time-step-independent verification. (a) The
independence of the grids. (b) The independence of the time
steps.

Figure 5. Mesh reconstruction of the deformed region.

Note that when hmin > (1 + αs)hideal, the unit will split
according to a predefined height, at which point the unit
height in the layer i is the ideal height hideal. Conversely,
if the unit volume of the layer j is being compressed, the

compressed unit surface will form a new unit layer on the
unit surface of the adjacent layer.

3.2. Governing equation and turbulencemodel

The turbulence parameters were obtained by Reynolds
Average Navier–Stokes equation group, where the RNG
k–ε turbulence model and implicit solver was used.
The coupling of pressure and velocity adopted the PISO
algorithm. The tensor form of the control equations is as
follows:

∂ρ

∂t
+ ∂(ρui)

∂xi
= 0 (8)

∂ρ

∂t
(ρui) + ∂

∂xj
(ρuiuj) = − ∂p

∂xi

+ ∂

∂xj

(
μ

∂ui
∂xj

− ρu′iu′j
)

+ Si (9)

where ui, uj are the average velocity component, p is
the average pressure of fluid, μ is the dynamic viscosity
coefficient, and ρ is the density of the fluid.

The RNG k–ε turbulence model was proposed by
Yakhot and Orszag (1986), and the equations are as fol-
lows:

∂(ρk)
∂t

+ ∂(ρkuj)
∂xj

= ∂

∂xj

[
αkμeff

∂k
∂xj

]
+ Gk + ρε

(10)

∂(ρε)

∂t
+ ∂(ρεui)

∂xi
= ∂

∂xj

[
αεμeff

∂ε

∂xj

]

+ G1ε
ε

k
Gk − G2ερ

ε2

k
(11)

μeff = μ + μt (12)

μt = ρCμ

k2

ε
(13)

where k is the turbulent kinetic energy,μeff is the effective
viscosity coefficient, Cμ, αk and αε are empirical con-
stant, Cμ =0.0845, αk =1.39 and αε =1.39, Ck is the
turbulent kinetic energy generating term, ε is the turbu-
lent dissipation. In the Fluent, Cε1 =1.42, Cε2 =1.68 are
the default constant.

4. Test verification of the numerical calculation

The test data for the rotary lobe pump are shown in
Table 2. The performance test of the rotary lobe pump
through a closed test loop is shown in Figure 6. Test-
ing instrument included pressure transmitter, JN338
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torque instrument, RDC2512B type low resistance mea-
suring instrument, temperature measuring instrument
(including sensor), BK-1 axial force sensor, JW-3 torque
meter, Electromagnetic Flowmeter, electric balance valve,
etc. The performance test was carried out according to
the GB/T12785 criterion under the condition of nor-
mal temperature and clear water. The inlet pressure was

Table 2. Test at different operating conditions.

Inlet (kPa) Outlet (MPa) Differential (MPa)

1.6 0.106 0.104
2.7 0.199 0.196
3.5 0.308 0.305
4.0 0.416 0.412
4.6 0.501 0.495
4.6 0.598 0.593
5.6 0.701 0.695
5.5 0.797 0.792

controlled by adjusting the manual ball valve so as to
change the inlet and outlet pressure difference.

During the test, the pressure difference between the
inlet and outlet was controlled by adjusting the man-
ual ball valves in turn. At the same time, the outlet flow
pulsation, pressure pulsation and rotor radial exciting
force were monitored. While in the simulation, the inlet
and outlet of the pump adopt pressure boundary condi-
tions, and the inlet and outlet pressure values were given
respectively.

The test data for the rotary lobe pump are shown in
Table 2.

The efficiency of the rotary lobe pump consists of three
parts: mechanical efficiency ηm, volumetric efficiency ηv

and hydraulic efficiency ηh. The equation is

η = ηmηvηh = �pQ
Mω

(14)

(a)

(b)

Figure 6. Closed testing loop.
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Figure 7. Comparison between the performance test and
numerical prediction. (a) Efficiency–pressure difference curve. (b)
Flow–pressure difference curve.

where M is the torque of rotors (N·m), ω is the angular
speed (rad/s). Q is the volume flow rate (m3/s).

Figure 7 shows the efficiency/pressure relationship
and the volume flow rate/pressure relationship curves
obtained from both numerical prediction and experi-
ment of the rotary lobe pump. The results show that
under the different pressure drops at the inlet and outlet
of the pump, the numerically calculated efficiency val-
ues are higher than the experimental values, the errors
are all within 3%, and the volume flow rate obtained
by numerical calculation is in good agreement with the
experimental values. With the increase of the pressure
difference between the inlet and outlet, the deviation of

Figure 8. Theoretical flow pulsation characteristics of the outlet.

the volumetric flow rate values between experimental
and numerical prediction gradually increases. The main
reason is that the pressure difference has a great influence
on its volumetric efficiency, and with the pressure differ-
ence increases, the volume loss increases sharply. In addi-
tion, numerical predictions and experimental errors due
to numerical calculations ignore the mechanical losses
caused by bearings, gears, mechanical seals, etc., as well
as other error values that simplify the two-dimensional
model of the rotary lobe pump. The RNG k–ε turbu-
lence model was used to predict the performance of the
rotary lobe pumphaving good accuracy and the reference
value.

5. Results and analysis

5.1. Effect of the gradually varied gap structure on
the flow characteristics

The conjugate rotor generates periodic flow pulsation,
which results in vibration and noise of the unit. There-
fore, the instantaneous flow pulsation of the pump
directly affects the stability of the system operation. As
shown in Figure 8, the red curve is the pulsating curve
of the theoretical flow rate at the outlet of the rotary
lobe pump. In the 1/3 cycle, the outlet flow produces two
peaks at 30° and 90°, respectively, and the flow acceler-
ation dQ/dt curve also produces two peaks respectively
(colored blue).

Figure 9 shows the effect of different gradually var-
ied gap on the flow pulsation at the outlet of the pump
in one cycle. The results show that there is a difference
between the theoretical flow and the numerical predic-
tion of the pulsating curve of the outlet flow. When
rmax =0 (means the conditionwith only the original con-
stant gap), there is a secondary flow pulsation at the peak
of the pulsation pump outlet flow, when rmax =0.05mm,
the secondary flow pulsation at the outlet of the pump
is significantly attenuated, and when rmax =0.1mm, the
gradually varied gap effectively inhibits the secondary
flow pulsation at the peak value of flow pulsation of
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Figure 9. Effect of the gradually varied gap on flow pulsation of
outlet in one cycle of numerical results.

outlet. With the increase of rmax value, the outlet flow
pulsation produces a sharp point at the extremum, and
the amplitude of the outlet flow pulsation increases
gradually. When rmax =0.1∼0.15mm, the flow pulsa-
tion at the outlet of the pump is relatively smooth, and the
flow pulsation curve obtained by numerical prediction
is in good agreement with the theoretical flow pulsation
curve.

Figure 10 shows the velocity vector field of the outlet
of the pump. There are two counter-rotating vortexes on

the outlet region of A and B, respectively. As shown in
Figure 10(b), due to the synchronous meshing effect of
the two rotors, the fluid has a constrained flow area in
the middle of the outlet (shown in the red dotted area).
It is easy to form a jet flow region and a velocity gradi-
ent occurs, so that a local low-pressure region is easily
formed at the region of A and B, resulting in two reversely
rotating vortexes. The vortex blocks the fluid at the out-
let of the pump, causing local loss of the outlet section to
increase. The vortex A and B at the outlet of the pump
is the main cause of the secondary flow pulsation at the
peak pulsation of the pump outlet flow.With the increas-
ing rmax value of the gradually varied gap and when the
gap rmax ≥0.1mm, the intensity of the counter-rotating
vortex generated at the outlet sections A and B reduces
and the secondary flow pulsation of the outlet section is
effectively controlled.

5.2. Effect of the gradually varied gap on the static
pressure distribution in the pump

Figure 11 shows the internal static pressure distribution
in the pump of gradually varied and equal gapwith differ-
ent rotation angles. A, B, C andD are transition cavities at
different angles. When the gradually varied gap is about
to open, the static pressure in transition cavity of the
pump is not different from the inlet pressure. With the
opening of the gradually varied gap, when the impeller
turns around 0°, some fluids of the high-pressure cav-
ity have been flowing into the transition cavity through
the gradually varied gap. However, the pressure rise in

Figure 10. Effect of the gradually varied gap on the local vortex of the outlet. (a) rmax = 0.1. (b) rmax = 0.
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the transition cavity is limited due to the influence of liq-
uid reflux on the high-pressure side. When the impeller
turns around 30°, it can be seen that the pressure in
the transition cavity increases obviously and closes to the
pressure at the high-pressure side. At the same time, the
fluid of high-pressure side continues to average pressure
by reflux. When the impeller turns around 45°, it can be
seen that the pressure in the transition cavity has reached
or even exceeded the pressure of the high-pressure side
due to the closed backlog of the volume and the rotor
rotation work. Therefore, it can be seen that with grad-
ual opening of the gradually varied gap and constant back
pressure equalization of the high-pressure side fluid, the
pressure in the left transition cavity and the high-pressure
side are basically similar and reach steady-state equilib-
rium within one cycle. As the rotor rotates continuously,
the same changes repeated, and the variation of the inter-
nal pressure in the volume of the right unit is the same as
that in the left unit.

Figure 11(b) shows the pressure distribution of the
internal flow field of the rotary lobe pump with equal gap
structure at different rotation angles. Comparing with
Figure 11(a), it can be found that the pressure distribution
of the flow field in the transition cavity does not change
obviously with the rotation of the rotor in the equal gap
structure. When the impeller rotates through 45°, the
pressure in the transition cavity has already exceeded the
pressure on the high-pressure side due to the momen-
tary opening of the gap. Due to the effect of instantaneous
pressure relief, the rotor will receive a large reflux shock
effect, the amplitude of the radial exciting force of the
high-pressure end to the rotor and the internal flow noise
of the lobe pump increase greatly.

5.3. Effect of the gradually varied gap on the radial
exciting force Fr

With the periodic rotation of the rotor, the flow pulsa-
tion at the outlet of the pump induces periodic pres-
sure pulsation, which acts directly on the conjugate rotor
and presents periodic alternating load, that is, the radial
exciting force on the rotor. Now define the radial force
pulsation coefficient as

K = Fmax − Fmin

Fave
(15)

where Fr is the radial exciting force, Fmax is themaximum
radial exciting force, Fmin is the minimum radial exciting
force, Fave is the average radial exciting force. The com-
ponents of the radial exciting force pulsation coefficient
K in theOxy plane are denoted byKx andKy, respectively.

5.3.1. Effect of the gradually varied gap on the radial
exciting force in the y-direction
Figure 12(a) shows the effect of the gradually varied gap
on the pulsation amplitude of the radial exciting force in
the y-direction.When rmax =0mm, the pulsation ampli-
tude of the y-direction of the rotor in the high-pressure
side of the rotor is larger, and the maximum radial excit-
ing force reaches 7.6 kN, and the direction is the negative
of the y-axis. At this time, the radial force pulsation coef-
ficient reaches the peak point Kymax =0.66 (as shown in
Figure 13), which corresponds to the peak of the flow
acceleration (the blue curve in Figure 8). At this point,
dQ/dt reaches the peak point. When rmax =0.1mm, the
amplitude of the radial exciting force pulsation of the
high-pressure end of the gradient cavity is significantly
lower, and the maximum radial exciting force is 6.7 kN,

Figure 11. Static pressure distribution in the pump.
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Figure 12. Pulsation characteristics of the radial force in the y-direction of the rotor.

which is 12% less than the radial exciting force value of
the equal gap. The radial exciting force pulsation coeffi-
cient is 0.31.

With the increase of the rmax value, the pulsation
amplitude of the y-direction radial exciting force loaded
on the rotor at the high-pressure end gradually decreases,
reaches the minimum value at rmax is 0.15mm, and then
gradually increases. When rmax is changed in the range
of 0.1∼0.15mm, the influence of the rmax value on the
pulsation coefficient of the radial force in the y-direction
is not remarkable.

Figure 12(b) shows the frequency domain diagram of
Fy pulsation of different gradually varied gap. It can be
seen that the main frequency of the radial exciting force

pulsation at the monitoring point is near 42Hz, which
is twice of the theoretical calculation. This is because the
phases are staggeredwhen the two rotors rotate, while the
maximum value of the main frequency amplitude of the
monitoring point appears at rmax =0, and then decreases
with the increase in the value of rmax. The results show
that the gradually varied gap can effectively inhibit the
pulsation intensity of Fy.

5.3.2. Effect of the gradually varied gap on the radial
exciting force in the x-direction
Figure 14(a) shows the effect of the gradually varied gap
on the pulsation amplitude of the radial exciting force in
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Figure 13. Effect of gradually varied gap on the radial force pul-
sation coefficient in the y-direction.

the x-direction. It can be seen that the variation of radial
exciting force in the positive and negative directions of
x is consistent. When the rmax =0, the high-pressure side
of the rotor cavity has a significant influence on the radial
exciting force of the x-direction, with a maximum radial
force of 5.4 kN. For rmax =0.1mm, the radial exciting
force in the x-direction of the gradually varied gap is
4.4 kN, which is 19% lower than that of the equal gap of
the rotor. With the increase of rmax value, the pulsation
amplitude of the x-direction radial exciting force loading
on the rotor at the high-pressure end gradually decreases,
and reaches rmax minimum value of 0.15mm, and then
gradually increases. Although the force is increased, there
is no obvious abrupt change and the curve transition is
relatively smooth.When rmax =0.15∼0.2mm, the effect

Figure 14. Pulsation characteristics of radial force in the x-direction of the rotor.
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Figure 15. Effect of the gradually varied gap on the radial force
of the left rotor in 1/6 cycle.

of rmax value on the radial exciting force of the rotor in
x-direction is not remarkable.

Figure 14(b) shows the frequency domain diagram of
the Fx pulsation of different gradually varied gap. It can
be seen from the figure that the maximum amplitude of
the main frequency of the monitoring point also appears
at rmax =0, and then decreases. But compared with the
Figure 14(a), it can be seen that the gradually varied gap
inhibition of the pulse intensity of the Fx is not obvious.

Figure 15 shows the four-quadrant distribution of the
radial exciting force of the left rotor of the pump (only
in 1/6 cycle). It can be seen that the radial exciting force
of the left rotor in the y-direction is twice as large as
that in the x-direction. And the rotor is mainly affected
by the radial exciting force from the negative direction
of the y-axis. However, the radial exciting force in the
x-direction is not limited to the change of magnitude,
at the same time, the direction of the radial force is also
changing, so that the x-direction is mainly affected by the
alternating load. When the rmax is changed in the range
of 0.1∼0.15mm, the stress distribution is more concen-
trated and there is no obvious pulse and the amplitude of
the radial exciting force is smaller than the other values,
which is consistent with the above analysis.

6. Conclusions

The RNG k–ε turbulence model and the dynamic mesh
were used to compute the two-dimensional turbulence
flow field distribution and analysis of the equal gap of
the rotary lobe pump and the ones with gradually var-
ied gap. Meanwhile, the curve of the outlet flow rate, the
pressure distribution in the rotor transition chamber, and
the radial exciting force on the rotor are analysed. The
conclusions are as follows:

(1) There is an obvious vortex flow in the discharge
process of the rotary lobe pump. The vortex flow
causes a small flow disturbance at the peak of the
output flow pulsation curve. The fluid at the high-
pressure side of the pump with a gradually varied
gap structure would begin to reflow and equalize the
pressure before the closed element was opened. So
that the pressure in the transition element reaches
the discharge pressure in advance. Thus, the vor-
tex disturbance, pressure and flow pulsation caused
by the rapid return of high-pressure liquid can
be avoided at the moment of volume opening of
the transition element in the pump cavity with
equal gap.

(2) When the gradually varied gap rmax =0.1mm, in the
high-pressure side, the radial exciting force on rotor
in the y-direction is reduced by 12% compared with
that in the equal gap. And the radial exciting force
pulsation coefficient is 0.31. At the same time, radial
exciting force in the x-direction is reduced by 19%
compared with that in the equal gap. Therefore, the
lobe pump with gradually varied gap structure can
effectively avoid the effect of the sudden change of
stress on the transmission shaft system.

(3) Based on the CFD dynamic mesh technology, the
influence of gradually varied gap on the radial
exciting force of the rotor and its intrinsic mech-
anism is obtained. When the gradually varied gap
rmax =0.1mm, the average amplitude of the flow
and pressure pulsation at the outlet of the pump
reaches a minimum.

Further efforts are needed to explore the transient
flow inside the rotary lobe pump using photography
techniques and high-speed Particle Image Velocimetry,
which is considered to be more meaningful.
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